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FOOTBALL VS. ALABAMA

UA STUDENT ACCUSED
OF HITTING OLE MISS
FAN IN HIT AND RUN
BY LANCE INGRAM
City News Editor

WBRC FOX Channel 6 of
Birmingham, Ala. reported
Monday afternoon that Tuscaloosa authorities have charged a
University of Alabama student,
Michael Kahlolokula, 23, with
hitting an Ole Miss fan with
his car, then leaving the scene
of the accident.
Capt. Loyd Baker of the Tuscaloosa Metro Homicide Unit
identified Kahlolokula as the
supsect, and Shane Dorrill of
UA Media Relations confirmed
Kahlolokula is currently enrolled as a student at Alabama.
Authorities say the victim is a
35 year-old Ole Miss fan. They
did not release his name, but
did say he was in critical condition at DCH Regional Medical
Center.
The incident happened at 1:30
a.m. Saturday. Baker said the
victim and friends were crossing the street at University and
4th Avenue when the victim
was struck.
They determined what kind
of car he was driving and later
learned Kahlolokula’s address.
Kahlolokula was charged with
felony leaving the scene of an
accident. According to Baker,
the suspect may have kept going after hitting the victim because alcohol was involved in
the accident.
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WEEKEND SOCCER

inside
OPINION

WELL, IT STILL FITS

AMBER HELSEL | The Daily Mississippian

Students participate in the Alpha Kappa Alpha Breast Cancer Walk on the Walk of Champions on Monday. The walk is
part of many events this month to raise awareness about breast cancer.

Panty thief had previous convictions

LIFESTYLES

HOARSEBOX COMES
TO OXFORD

This story is part one of a two-part series examining the panty thief conviction and actions.

LILLO

BY BLAKE JOHNSON
The Daily Mississippian

The “panty thief ” of Lafayette County faces 11 counts
of residential burglary along
with charges for violating parole from past crimes.
After multiple break-ins since
June, Joseph P. Lillo, 32, was
arrested Oct. 3.
Oxford Police Department
detective Jimmy Williams said
there has been no discussion
about an offer or a plea as far
as his charges go.
As a detective and a concerned
father, Williams has made it
very clear that Lillo’s crimes
are no joke and is grateful it
never escalated to anything
more than underwear theft.
“If someone broke in and stole
a man’s underwear it would be
a joke, but with a female it’s

a very personal matter,” Williams said, “They were left in
constant fear of being robbed
again.”
Some people have questioned
if Lillo will be charged for sexually related crimes, and if he
will have to be registered as a
sex offender.
Aside from breaking in and
stealing underwear from the
resident’s homes, Lillo also
stole photographs of the victims.
According to Williams, Lillo
did not know any of the victims and had not seen most
of them before he broke into
their homes.
“I’m still gathering evidence
and talking to victims, letting
them know why they were the
ones he chose,” Williams said.
“However, there was not any
stalking involved, these were
all victims of opportunity.”
Despite the fact that each
break-in was based on chance,
and even though Lillo did not
stalk or make contact with the

victims, many still believe he
should be viewed as a sex offender.
“I think he needs to be
charged as a sex offender. He
didn’t physically hurt anyone,
but he probably caused some
mental and emotional damage. He invaded the privacy
and the security of those girls
and it really hurt them,” junior special education major
Stephanie McCully said.
Corley Madden lived in
an apartment that was broken into twice while she was
at Arkansas State University
and said she understands the
feeling of having someone go
through his or her personal
items to steal.
Madden’s home was broken
into twice over Christmas
break that year.
The burglars broke down all
the doors in her apartment
and trashed her and her roommate’s rooms.
“I think it’s definitely psychological; there needs to be

retribution for breaking into
people’s houses and taking
their stuff,” Madden said.
Lillo was apprehended when
a neighbor of a victim called
in with a report of suspicious
activity.
Lillo’s license plate number was given and the police
caught him shortly after.
“I’ve been asking for this all
along, for people to always be
aware of who they live next to
and to at least take a tag number down if they see something
strange,” Williams said. “Eyewitness accounts are really irrelevant today, a tag number
is concrete and we can work
with that,”
Now that Lillo is behind bars,
many speculate as to what will
happen to him.
“He should be in a regular
prison but still have counselors on hand; he needs mental
help,” McCully said.
Williams said a second grand
jury will meet in a few months
to decide Lillo’s sentence.
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Discovering life at the dinner table
BY ANGELA
ROGALSKI
Columnist

T H E

It’s been said that what happens at
the dinner table stays at the dinner
table – not really, but it seemed like
a good opening line.
In the hectic day-to-day lives that
we lead, the dinner table still seems
to be the only place that families,
friends, and even significant others
can catch up and find out if their
relationships are marginally intact.
While life is spinning out of control as we live it, it’s nice to know
that at the end of the day we can
meet over a good meal and see if
our heads are still on straight.
Traditionally, this ritual held true
for all moms, dads, and offspring –
not the case anymore. Nowadays,
single moms or dads can lasso their
kids together and see if they’re all
still relatively sane... you know, find

out if the kids are still in the same
social clique they were in last week,
if he or she still thinks mom or dad
doesn’t have a clue, just basically
how status quo their lives are.
Couples enjoy this feeding therapy too.
You and your significant other
can go to a nice restaurant, order a
delicious meal and rehash the morbid events of school or work that
day, all the while contributing to
our badly declining economy.
Does the body good, right?
When your girlfriend’s boyfriend
has been seen with your boyfriend’s
sister and you’re trying to decide
whether or not to tell her, where’s
the best place to attempt this? Why,
over a nice dinner and a libation of
your choice, of course. Every bad

situation looks better over a large
slab of beef (oops sorry, that’s probably not PC) or a large salad.
When your dad is about to introduce you to his third potential
wife, who happens to be two years
younger than you, and the only
thing you can think of that will
make the situation easier (other
than it becoming an episode on
Young and the Restless) is a decadently rich dessert after an equally
decadent meal; the dinner table is a
natural choice.
For decades, people have been
coming together over great meals
to discuss their problems, their day,
and just their lives in general. According to an article titled “Five
Reasons Family Dinners Still Matter” on CNN.com, that fact hasn’t
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changed much over the years.
I never believed it had.
Just from my own personal experience, I know that my family puts
a lot of stock in supper plans, as we
call them. My husband usually begins the day by asking, “Hey, baby,
what’s for supper?” At 6 a.m., I’ll
have to admit, that’s not a vitally
important question to me, but my
mind begins to churn with ideas
nonetheless.
I know that at the end of a busy,
tiring day, this question, this meal,
really matters.
It’s where we all sit down together,
in front of the TV, but together
nonetheless, and find out where
our individual lives have taken us
that day. And that’s a very important discovery to me.
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Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor,
Let’s vote “No” on October 26, because we value education. I strongly
support the Oxford School District
and respect the quality education it
has always afforded; I am not opposed to new taxes. However, one
of my concerns is that $30 million
is only the tip of the iceberg. Proceeding with this project will lead
to more costs. If we would approve
this bond, we will have a new Oxford High School, but its campus
will have none of the beautiful facilities that it now enjoys. Shortly after
occupancy, money will have to be
raised to build another athletic facility and fields, another rubberized
track, another softball field,
not to mention a new auditorium
and band hall.
Also, what about location? If a
new high school were built, would
it be isolated like Della Davidson
or Oxford Elementary? OHS now
occupies a prime location. Alternately, could it be built close to the
university campus? That would be
a plus, because the students could
then intern and co-op at the university or take classes there. Being a
very practical person, I’d also like to
suggest that we use better what we
have. One day the student boom
may end. Would Oxford then have
schools standing empty? There is
classroom space in Central Elementary that is not being utilized. Why
not bring the ninth grade class back
to the Middle School and renovate
Central for the sixth and seventh
grades? Or, why not build a multi-

floor facility on the swimming pool
that is adjacent to the current OHS
campus and renovate the administration offices that are on the OHS
campus for class use?
I have never voted “NO” to a
school bond issue. However, we
who value education need also to
be responsible.
A concerned citizen,
Mari G. Kuhnle
I feel it is important for all the
women going through rush to truly
hear what Greek life is all about
from someone who is very involved
in the system. Like Miss Brown,
no one in my family has ever been
involved in the Greek system. I am
also a first generation student who
was very nervous about college and
moving seven hours away from my
home in Knoxville. I was lucky
enough to find a home in a loving sorority whose members strive
to cultivate sincere friendship and
promulgate virtue. My sisters have
helped me through some of the
hardest and most difficult times of
my life. I did not find them to be
“cruel people.” Being a part of something that is greater than my self and
greater than my University has been
a blessing to me, and I love each
and every one of my sisters. Greek
women are always visible on campus and it is no coincidence that the
ASB president and vice president
are Panhellenic women. We also
hold each other to a high standard
cultivating leaders and excelling
academically. I am currently disaf-

filiated with my chapter because I
am a gamma chi. I would not put
this much work and effort into recruitment if I did not believe that
Ole Miss has nine amazing chapters
with lovely women who make a
difference in this community every
day. I am sorry Miss Brown did not
get to be a part of this wonderful
community and does not quite understand the bonds of sincere sisterhood that we Greeks share. Perhaps
instead of writing a judgmental and
uninformed article about the Greek
system, her time would be better
served making a difference in the
community as we strive to do everyday.
Kelli Sawyer
Junior
Liberal Studies Major
Freshmen about to go through the
recruitment process need a rebuttal to what I feel was a completely
unnecessary slam on Greek life. I
chose to join a fraternity freshman
year and KNOW that I made the
right decision. I have been a member of this fraternity for four years
and have made dozens of lifelong
friends I would have otherwise
never had the opportunity to meet.
Sure there are a handful of students
in the Greek system who are not
great representatives of their respective chapters, but to claim that you
can count on one hand the number
of “genuinely nice” people you have
encountered is foolish. I think your
preconceived disdain for Greek life
as a whole is the more glaring rea-

son for your apparent hatred of the School of Accountancy
Greek system.
I recently ran for a position on In response to columnist Brandon
campus. While I did lose the elec- Irvine’s opinion piece in the Oct.
tion, I would not have been a con- 18 edition of The Daily Mississiptender had I not chosen to go Greek pian, the Colonel Reb Foundation
when I was a freshman. My frater- (CRF) student organization has alnity paid the campaign expenses ready garnered over 3,500 student
and on Election Day I had at least signatures to show the vast support
eighty guys and girls volunteer to for Ole Miss’ true mascot and idenhelp with the campaign process. tity. We are aware of the current
And these were not just members of administration’s stance that Colomy own fraternity. I highly recom- nel Reb will not be brought back
mend freshman that want to pursue as the on-field mascot and logo,
a campus leadership position to join and we are working hard to try
a fraternity or sorority.
and get this stubborn and harmful
Ole Miss is famous for its tradi- stance reversed. In the meantime,
tions, and since its inception Greek the CRF would prefer no on-field
life has been the focal point of the mascot than a mascot and logo with
social environment. Choosing to inadequate ties to our beloved uniremain independent is not a bad versity. I respect the fact Mr. Irvine
decision; I have plenty of friends does not support this cause, but
who went this route and are perfect- please do not belittle it. The idea
ly happy with their decision. But if that the university was able to build
you hate Greek life and stereotype the Honors College, Croft Instianyone wearing a fraternity or so- tute, Lott Leadership Institute, Ford
rority t-shirt as “misogynistic, al- Center, indoor practice facilities and
coholic” or “classless, raspy-voiced, residential colleges because Colonel
shallow, self-obsessed elitists” you Reb is no longer the on-field masshould probably reconsider why cot is absurd. Mr. Irvine also said,
you go to school here. And prob- “Ole Miss would be viewed as a
ably not use such horrible adjec- joke” if changes were not made to
tives to describe 40 percent of the our traditions. Correct me if I am
campus.
wrong, but are we not the laughDoug McDaniel
Senior
See LETTERS, PAGE 4
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Solving the college dropout problem
A new study from the American Institutes for Research shows
that nationally, only 60 percent
of students graduate from fouryear colleges and universities
within six years. According to
BY JON MOSBY 2007-2008 data from the UniColumnist
versity of Mississippi’s Department of Institutional Research
& Assessment, 60.5 percent of
new freshmen graduated within
six years.
These numbers are staggering,
yes, but universities like Ole
Miss and others have bent over
backwards to improve student
retention and academic success.
Ole Miss has created programs
like the Quality Enhancement
Plan (QEP), which improves
students’ writing by changing
the structure of English courses
and implementing programs
like the Writing Center and supplemental instruction courses
designed to help students with
infamously difficult courses.
The dropout and retention
problem is also persistent at
community colleges. Nation-

LETTERS,

continued from page 3

ing stock of the nation now with
the exorbitantly politically correct
Rebel Black Bear? The students had
no voice on whether they wanted a
new mascot at all. They were told
that they could either have a voice or
not. Mr. Irvine, I’m not sure if you
were at the Bill Clinton speech or
not, but before the former president
came out former Oxford mayor
Richard Howorth said something
about the “Rebel Black Bears.” The
students gave a resounding negative response. While it was a small
percentage of the student body, I
believe it is an accurate representation of the whole. So please next
time you write an article concerning a major campus issue, please

TONIGHT:

ally, the community college
dropout rate is over 50 percent.
Where are these students going?
Are they transferring to other
community colleges? Are they
giving up completely? Community college is only two years.
One thing that is particularly
important in student achievement is the relationships formed
with faculty.
Northern Virginia Community College recruits students into
a counseling program to keep
them in school until graduation. The students and counselors must maintain a continuous
relationship, which contributes
to the students’ success. At Ole
Miss, for example, every student
has an adviser from his department of study. The student only
needs to meet with that adviser
to register for courses.
In that meeting the adviser explains major and core requirements and helps the student
keep track of completed courses, but it’s only once per semester. What if Ole Miss required

take more than forty-five minutes
and do your research. In the meantime, the Colonel Reb Foundation
will continue to canvass the Ole
Miss student body, helping prove
that students prefer the mascot with
a 70-plus year history at Ole Miss,
and not a Louisiana Black Bear.
Forrest Pace
Student Chairman
Colonel Reb Foundation
Dear Kathleen Brown,
I disagree completely with the
opinions stated in your column
yesterday. I am not involved in a
sorority, nor did I particpate in
Rush last year as a freshman, but I
am deeply offended by your article.
The simple fact that you did not
complete Rush and join a sorority
makes you unqualified to form an
accurate opinion on the essence of
Greek life. Yes, I have met some of

211 S. LAMAR, OXFORD

662-236-0050

students to meet with their adviser several times per semester?
I think, eventually, there would
be an uptick in graduation and
retention rates.
One of the biggest problems
that I’ve noticed is that some
students don’t have a clear plan
for their academic progression.
I may sound like a bit of a dork,
but I’ve mapped out my major
and core courses for my degree
program through to the spring
of 2013, my “expected” date of
graduation.
If a student had a clear plan
of attack for graduation within
four years, they would be less
likely to perform poorly in
classes or change majors several
times (two things that often set
back the expected date of graduation). I would encourage all
of you students to spend about
30 minutes with Microsoft Excel and your handy dandy Ole
Miss Undergraduate Catalog.
There are several things colleges can roll out to further improve student retention, but the

the stereotypical sorority girls and
fratstars that you mention, but the
majority of my friends are Greek
and they are very genuine, classy,
and considerate people. All of the
Greeks I know have never looked
down upon me because I’m not in
a sorority. I agree that the system
appears flawed at times, like when
all the sororities that you like drop
you (may I inform you that there
is a required pledge class size that
each sorority cannot exceed so they
have to drop a lot of girls), but to
judge all of the individuals based on
a very biased stereotype is very inconsiderate and selfish of you. I did
not write this to defend the system;
I wrote it to defend the many sorority and fraternity members that are
my friends. I urge you to reconsider
your illogical, hasty generalizations
and try to get to know some Greek
affiliates.
And to all the girls who are rushing: I hope that your opinion of
the Greek system was not altered
by Miss Brown’s article. I hope that
you find this week of Rush to be
fun. Make new friends and seek

dropout and retention crisis being faced by America’s universities can be chiefly attributed to
the failures of the K-12 public
education system.
The biggest problem with the
K-12 system is that it’s spotty.
Some school districts are awesome, some are terrible. Some
school administrators are awesome, some are terrible. Some
teachers are awesome, some are
terrible.
I’ve written about the spottiness of public education before.
Case in point: Mississippi has
some of the best public high
schools in America and it also
has several of the worst. The
best way to tackle this spottiness
is by training really good teachers. Schools of education across
the country should be training
the best and brightest. But the
teaching profession is facing
quite a few problems.
Good teachers should be wellpaid. Yes, I’ll say it, I think some
people aren’t going into the
teaching profession because the

out relationships that will last you
throughout college, even if you do
not end up in their sorority. My
friends have told me how fun the
week of Rush is if you make it that
way. Use your sorority as an outlet
to meet great people and do great
things. I have been so fortunate to
become friends with many Greek
affiliates and I hope that you experience the same.
Anne Threlkeld
Sophomore
Psychology
I would like to urge the DM staff
and its readership to take a moment’s rest from the mascot issue to
address the appalling lack of knowledge most voters have about the
coming election.
Polls suggest, for example, that
one-third of all Americans can neither tell you who the Vice President
is or which party currently control
Congress. 19% (a number that is
apparently rising) think that President Obama is a Muslim, while
“birthers” continue to insist that he
was not born in this country. Most

work is grueling and the pay
isn’t great.
For example, the work doctors do is grueling, but the pay
is better.
Anyone with a bachelor’s degree can teach right now. Apply for an emergency teaching
license, maybe get a little training, and voila! It shouldn’t be
that simple. How many heart
surgeons are there performing
surgeries with an emergency
medical license? Ah…none.
Teaching should be a highly
competitive, top-notch profession.
Children in the K-12 system
are being let down every day
because of the failures of really
bad teachers. And these teachers turn over their students to
universities, where they are suddenly expected to perform at
great levels.
Education needs to be reformed across the board if
America is expected to perform
well in the global economy.

seem surprised by President Clinton’s statement last week that 92%
-- and probably eventually 100% -of the controversial stimulus package loans have already been repaid,
nor will they accept non-partisan
analyses that the health care reform
will not significantly add to the
Federal deficit. On the Republican
side of things, roughly two-thirds
of Americans have little or no idea
of exactly what the “Republican
Contract with America 2010” is or
what it actually says. Emotion, not
reason, seems to rule.
In this season of unusually bitter
partisanship, irresponsible blogs
and highly slanted “news” coverage,
both the DM and Ole Miss must
try to get voters better informed.
Doing so in a non-partisan or fairminded way must surely be one of
our highest educational ideals.
Peter Frost
Visiting Professor of International
Studies
Croft Institute
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New law helps Miss.
conserve energy
BY KATHERINE SAUCIER
Special to the DM

Marine and Navy ROTC visit
Veterans Home, leave with stories
BY RASHELL REESE
The Daily Mississippian

The quiet Veterans Home
of Oxford was woken up
with a visit from the Marine
and Navy ROTC students
on Thursday. The annual
visit is part of the ROTC’s
philanthropy plan.
“It gives the students who
are preparing to be future
Navy and Marine Corps officers the opportunity to meet
and talk to the veterans; the
people who basically paved
the way for myself, Captain
Roberts and one day them
also,” Gunnery Sergeant
Stephen Roberts said about
their visit.
“A lot of these veterans may
feel forgotten about and this
is a chance for us to let them
know that, hey, we are still
thinking about them, and we
think what they did was very
courageous and sincere.”
This is the fourth year they
have made the visit, Taylor
Coker, senior ROTC member said.
“They always appreciate
it and it’s good for us to go
around and talk, meet and
hear cool stories from the
veterans,” Coker said.
There are a total of six veterans’ nursing homes in the
state, more than in most
states.
Each veterans’ home in
Mississippi holds about 150
beds and stay at or near capacity at all times.
Janie Lunceford, Activities
Director of the Oxford Veterans Home said there are
currently 140 residents at the
home and they are expecting
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three more this week. Other
assisted living veterans reside
in civilian nursing home facilities, while waiting for the
opportunity to be moved to
one of the six special veterans’ homes in the state.
“I think it’s a good service
for us to do,” Brandon Rios,
freshman Marine ROTC
member said. “I know how
important it is for them to
have interaction and talk
to people. They had fun,
they were laughing with us
and just talking about old
times.”
Each veteran shared invaluable war time experience
and knowledge with the
young ROTC members, also
known as midshipmen.
Nathan Watson, sophomore
Navy ROTC member, was
one of those young midshipmen who had the opportunity to listen to one man’s
time in World War II.
“I spoke to a man who
served in the US Army in
World War II, he was part
of the D-Day invasion in
France. He was only 18 but
he fought,” Watson said.
“He admitted he had never been more scared in his
life, fighting an enemy that
he did not know on foreign
soil.”
The man Watson spoke to,
Wesley Dempsey, an 87 year
old native of Florence, told
the story of his World War II
experience; pushing through
France into Belgium, fighting in the Battle of the
Bulge, and eventually taking
over Berlin and helping to
end World War II.
“It really gave me a greater

appreciation for what these
men and women did,” Watson said. “We’re 18, in college, having the time of our
lives, but when they were 18
years old they were fighting for their country in the
greatest war of our time.”
According to the Department of Veterans Affairs, an
estimated 2,583,000 veterans from World War II were
still alive as of September
2008, but dying at a rate of
900 per day. This puts the
total living population just
under 2 million today.
According to the Department of Veterans Affairs for
Mississippi there are currently only about 23,936 World
War II vets in the state.
“I think that’s an alarmingly low number,” Martin
Morgan, historian for the
World War II Museum in
New Orleans, told Fox News
in a previous article. “And
judging by the passing of the
World War I veterans, we’re
predicting they will be gone
by 2020.”
During the visit the veterans told stories of dancing the jitterbug at military
balls, writing letters in the
snow to their waiting sweethearts, and painting the noses of B-17s with the pin-ups
of their time.
These stories will soon be
all that is left of what has
been called the “Greatest
Generation.”
“That time in my life is what
made me a man,” Dempsey
said. “Having them here
today made me feel like a
boy again and brought back
wonderful memories.”
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A new state law will change the way
energy is used in agencies across Mississippi. It requires all state agencies
to submit energy management plans
and meet energy reduction consumptions by the end of 2010.
State agencies now must submit a
detailed energy management plan to
the Mississippi Developmental Authority. Plans must describe specific
measures to reduce the agency’s energy consumption by energy unit measure. It will also include a timetable
to accomplish the agency’s reduction
goals.
Sen. Ward Giles of District 18 said
this bill updated current law to get
state agencies involved in energy savings.
“This is a law that was already on the
books, but it needed updating because
state agencies were ignoring it due to
the outdated dates,” Giles said.
Ward said support came from all
sides for getting this bill passed.
“This bill passed unanimously in
both the state senate and house of
representatives. The governor gladly
signed it into law,” Ward said.
The University of Mississippi has
already submitted the Energy Conservation Plan as a part of the IHL
Energy Management Efficiency initiative. The report was approved after
being presented at a board meeting in
August.
Ashton Pearson of the Physical Plant
Department said many of these requirements are steps the University
has been taking for years. He said they
do this by modifying the infrastructure to increase overall operating efficiency.
“As new methods and products
emerge, we have a continuous improvement strategy and goals that
extend out 10 years and beyond to
reduce our energy consumption and
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions;
all the while maintaining an environment for the campus community that
is conducive to research, education
and functionality,” Pearson said.
Some of the conservation measures
taken on campus may be evident to
the onlooker, such as the installation
of motion sensing light controls in
buildings on campus. However, most
of the improvements can easily be
overlooked.
Many unnoticed adaptations have
happened around campus, like upgrades in automated controls in
buildings, discontinuing the use of incandescent lights and even increased
tire pressure in University vehicles.
One of the recent steps the University has taken is the installation of the
hot water loop in and around campus.
This system uses hot water instead of
steam, which translates into a saving
in natural gas consumption.
While the University itself has taken
many measures, Pearson said steps
students can take to reduce energy
consumption are as simple as turning off unused lights and keeping the
doors and windows in your room
shut.
Sarah Wood, president of Students

for a Green Campus (SGC), said it is
a lot easier than students may think to
conserve energy.
“It sounds complicated when you
say ‘energy conservation,’ but for college students, it’s really just turning off
the TV if you aren’t watching it or unplugging your phone charger when it
isn‘t in use,” Woods said.
Sen. Ward agrees that college students have an important role in energy conservation.
“College-aged students are our future community leaders and citizens
and it is vital that going forward we all
do what we can to conserve energy,’
Ward said.
Dorman Davis, manager of Regulatory Affairs of Entergy, said energy
consumption reduction helps everyone.
“We (Entergy of Mississippi) think
it helps customers to use energy wisely and efficiently. We all benefit from
everybody being a good manager of
energy use. It doesn’t help us for customers to waste energy or electricity,”
Davis said.
Davis said this issue is so important
to Entergy that they offer programs
to their customers to inform them on
how to manage energy.
Wood said this is also an issue SGC
spends time educating others about.
“I think the younger you start (conserving), the easier it is to incorporate
into your everyday living. When
students start doing it now, it will
be easier several years down the road
because they will already have those
habits formed,” Wood said.
The student group has incorporated
several conservational lessons into
games, including one that teaches
children how much water to use
when brushing their teeth.
Students who would like to get
involved with energy conservation
through Students for a Green Campus can find information on OrgSync, Facebook or by sending an email to sgc.olemiss@gmail.com.
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Mississippi Legislature, Oxford School District works to prevent bullying
BY KELSEY DOCKERY
The Daily Mississippian

One in four students, grades
six through 10, is bullied, and
one out of five students admit
to partaking in bullying or harassing.
In July, the Mississippi State
Legislature passed a bill prohibiting bullying and harassment
and made it mandatory for all
Mississippi public schools to
create a policy to prevent bullying and harassment. The Oxford
School District is in the process
of creating a course of action to
put a stop to bullying.
The bill defines bullying as
any pattern of written, elec-

tronic or verbal communication
or any physical act that places
a student or school employee
in physical or emotional harm
or creating a hostile environment, meaning any threatening
environment or atmosphere including emotional and physical
abuse, hazing, stalking, and offensive language.
The first reading of the policy
was passed unanimously on
Sept. 27. The policy focuses on
reporting incidents according
to Brian Harvey, Oxford School
District Assistant Superintendent.
“Without reporting, we can’t
do anything. Often times (incidents) go unchecked or unno-

ticed,” Harvey said.
Students and teachers are encouraged to report anything
that might be a harassing situation. Students can turn in anonymous reports about themselves
or friends that are being bullied.
Patrick Robinson, Oxford
Middle School Principal said
that bullying, unfortunately, is
always apparent in some form
or fashion but they monitor it
closely.
“We investigate all claims and
handle all issues appropriately
and promptly,” Robinson said.
Cyber bullying has increased
most over the last five years.
With the development of Fa-

cebook, Twitter and MySpace,
it has become easy to send a
harassing message to a fellow
student. Robinson said that
today, most pre-teens have cell
phones and internet that allows
students access to these social
networks.
“Once cyber bullying affects
the school day, we get involved,”
Robinson said.
When it comes to how bullying is affecting the classroom,
Robinson said it is a “lose-lose”
situation.
Oxford Middle School teachers are helping to monitor bullying in the classroom and the
guidance counselors are talking
to students about what consti-

ADDISON DENT | The Daily Mississippian

tutes bullying and what to do if
they or a friend is bullied.
Before Dec. 31, every Mississippi Public School must adopt
a policy of some form to prevent
bullying. The policies must define bullying, include personnel
policies, discipline policies and
procedures for reporting, investigating and addressing bullying
and harassment.
Bullying from middle school
and high school can potentially
permanently harm someone’s
self-esteem. Eighty-six percent
of students that were bullied
said they turned to violence to
end the harassment. Sixty-one
percent of school shooters were
victims of bullying.

SUSAN HOLT | The Daily Mississippian

LEFT: A student looks at Saturn through the large telescope in Kennon Observatory on Friday night. The Physics and Astronomy department will hold its next astronomy open house on November 12th at 6 p.m.
RIGHT: Christy Jordan signs her newly released cookbook Southern Plate, at Off Square Books. Jordan spoke before the signing about her inspiration for the book.
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HORSING AROUND WITH HOARSEBOX
BY EMILY CEGIELSKI
The Daily Mississippian

Sitting outside High Point
Coffee, there are three guys enamored by an older gentleman
wearing both suspenders and
a belt. He looks sharp, and the
guys know it.
After much debate, they conclude that he’s a hipster making
a fashion statement.
“What if I dress like that on
stage?” Johnny Holden, lead
singer of Hoarsebox, said.
“No, we’ve already tried that...
remember?” drummer Max Carpio retorts.
Philip Broadbery, Hoarsebox’s
guitarist, just smiles and laughs.
Actually, everyone’s laughing.
It is impossible to get through
a conversation with these guys
without cracking up.
Even though bassist Kieran
Walkin is missing from the
group (he is already back in Ireland), the band’s chemistry is
still electric.
They are nothing short of
brothers.
“Our parents named us Hoarsebox,” Holden jokes. “We all
have the same parents.”
In actuality, Holden and
Broadbery met in school, and

Holden had been in a band with
Walkin. Later, they met Carpio
while playing a gig. The rest is
history.
The name Hoarsebox didn’t
come around until after Carpio
joined the band.
“We had new members, so we
needed a new name,” Broadberry said.
“We just panicked and picked
the name of a song,” Carpio
went on to explain. “But in Ireland, (Hoarsebox) is kind of a
colloquial expression - like saying buddy or pal.”
But the name is not here to stay.
As of last week, the boys decided
that their November 11 show in
Dublin would be their last official performance as Hoarsebox.
“We don’t like it,” Carpio said.
“It just doesn’t work. People
have trouble understanding
it, spelling it – they don’t even
know what the hell it means.”
Holden went on to explain
that, after performing for some
8-year-olds in Jackson, they received thank you letters from
the kids.
“One kid called us ‘Horsefox,’
which we actually think is a great
name, especially if you have the
head of a horse and the body of
a fox,” Holden said. “We could
be the Ole Miss mascot. Horse-

EMILY CEGIELSKI | The Daily Mississippian

Max Carpio, Philip Broadbery and Johnny Holden outside of High Point Coffee, which has become a regular haunt for the
band.

fox! Go Rebels!”
As much as they love the idea
of being a cross between a horse
and a fox, the band has decided to go with a name easier to
remember and easier to spell:
“This Club.” They hope that
the name change will stop the
international confusion that has
followed Hoarsebox around the
globe.
Although the band has been in
Oxford for six out of the last 12

months, they do not claim to be
Ole Miss fans. They have not
had time to go to a game, because of their work schedule.
Yes, you read it correctly –
Hoarsebox did not make its way
to the deep South simply for the
catfish (none of them are fans)
or Ole Miss football.
They are here working on their
debut album.
And how does a band of Irishmen end up in Mississippi?

Their label hooked them up
with Dennis Herring of Sweet
Tea Studios. He wanted them
to work in his studio, and they
wanted to work there as well.
“We had a chat over the phone,
and he told us he liked to taxidermy, and he told us he liked
to cook, and that was that,”
Holden said.
“He still hasn’t showed us how
See HOARSEBOX, PAGE 8
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Put the Uggs down and walk away
BY MARY B. SELLERS
The Daily Mississippian

Most of you are going to hate
me for writing this, but I’m relatively certain only a minimal
number of you know where I
live, so the odds are slim that
I’ll find you with a machete by
my door anytime soon.
I’m just going to take a deep
breath and say this. Okay, here
goes: UGGS.
The very word implies frustration, anger, resentment and
UGG-LINESS. Who wants
to wear a string of complaints
around all day? I don’t. I’m already moody enough as it is
without having it attached to
my FEET.
I tell you, get up this very minute and chuck those suckers out
the window. If you’re not near a
window, take out your lighter (I
know you have one), and burn
them.
If you don’t have a lighter (and
I know you’re lying because everyone in the world who has a
lick of pyromania in their veins
has a lighter), take them off and
place them in the nearest trashcan.
Fail to follow my instructions,
and I’ll be the one outside your

HOARSEBOX,
continued from page 7

to do taxidermy yet,” Broadbery
added.
But what they thought would
be a two to three month process
quickly proved to be more than
they bargained for. While not
all at once, the band has spent a
good six months in Oxford over
the course of a year.

door with a machete.
But anyway, I just don’t understand them. I’ve tried them,
so before you accuse me of not
“walking the mile” in someone
else’s shoes (forgive the pun, I’m
tired), save your breath.
I owned a pair, my mother
owns a pair and all of my girlfriends have them in at least
two different colors. I am very
familiar with the UGG trend,
believe me.
First of all, they simply are not
practical.
Have you ever tried to wear
them in snow/sleet/rain/a puddle/anything that contains any
amount of H20? They get wet.
They get soaked, they drip and
the water seeps into your socks.
Then you’re like, “Oh my god,
my feet are wet in thirty degree
weather,” and you have to walk
around all day in wet fluffs of
suede.
Not to mention, they don’t
dry very fast, either. Forty-eight
hours of wet feet doesn’t sound
like a very good way to spend
my day, when I’m already cold,
stressed out and all I want is a
freaking cup of hot cocoa and to
sleep for said forty-eight hours.
Secondly, they just freak me
out.
There’s something about those

shapeless masses of furriness
that are almost threatening, in
a sense. Let’s face it, they make
everyone’s feet look about a billion sizes bigger than they really
are, so if you were ever thinking about applying for a job as
a geisha, forget it.
Just don’t wear them. You’ll be
happier, better people for it.
I’ve even seen guys wearing
them around, which is just baffling in every way possible. Be a
man, and wear some real shoes.
Ladies, for fashion’s sake, put
on something less comfortable.
I’m going to go ahead and take
the liberty of providing a few
Ugg-alternatives. Don’t give me
that “ugh,” because then I’ll get
confused and have to start all
over again. See, don’t you feel
a little better already? Just relax,
have an open mind, and try not
to have panic attack (at least on
my watch).
Stripper boots
Though Uggs are considered
“in style,” no one can claim they
are stylish. Nothing is attractive
about a shapeless fur ball. Sorry.
Give the thing to your cat, and
slip on some of these babies.
Pros: They are nylon, hence,
they are water-resistant and
will fare well in the sloppier of

Snow shoes
Because last year happened, we
can’t ever complain again about
our annual snow fall. It does
snow in Mississippi, and quite
a lot, considering our “temperate” climate.
Instead of being dysfunctional, opt for something functional
and vaguely reminiscent of a
tennis racket.
If global warming kicks into
gear this year and puts an end
to a White Christmas, don’t
worry, I’m sure since they look
like a tennis racket, they can be
used as ones, too. If not, well,
I’m sorry.
They were less expensive than
your $200 Uggs in the first
place. Think of them as a Paleolithic tribute to our flatfooted and web-footed ances-

“It’s like building using marshmallows, and the builders are
actually caterpillars, and the
caterpillars keep going on strike
because they are unionizing,
and the whole thing is overseen
by a gecko like the one from the
commercials,” Holden said, describing the recording process.
The intensity and stress of
making their album, while unexpected, has been “an amazing

life experience,” according to
Carpio.
“We’ve learned a lot musically
because it has been challenging,” he said.
Musically, the band takes their
inspirations from a wide variety
of genres ranging from Crosby,
Stills and Nash, to the Red Hot
Chili Peppers, to Rage Against
the Machine.
“I like Dexter McCluster’s rap-

ping,” Holden joked. “That’s a
real inspiration. Don’t text and
drive.”
The devil-may-care attitudes
and the impish grins on each
guy’s face shows that no matter
what curve balls life is throwing
at them, they are having a blast.
After spending so much time
in the South, I had to ask if they
started saying “y’all” yet.
Holden sheepishly grins as he

winter elements. They are also
insubordinately cheaper – they
can be found at your hometown
Hot Topic or Halloween SuperDuper-Express store. They
make you taller, thus more
powerful (think Amazonian),
and men might even mistakenly
slip you dollar bills (which you
will take). Don’t think of it as
gender discrimination, specifically. Think of it as boot appreciation.

As part of the Fall 2010 Visiting Speaker Series

the Croft Institute and the Meek School of Journalism present

Tuesday, October 19 – 7:00 PM – Croft 107
John Dinges is the Godfrey Lowell Cabot
Professor of International Journalism, Columbia
University; Executive Director, Center for
Investigation and Information (CIINFO), a
nonprofit organization with a practical model for
setting up and financing investigative journalism
initiatives in Latin America; and Director,
ArchivosChile, a Santiago-based investigative
center using the CIINFO model.

Croft lectures are free and open to the public.

For more information or if you require assistance relating to a disability,
please contact Brooke Worthy at 662-915-1500 or HYPERLINK
“mailto:bworthy@olemiss.edu” bworthy@olemiss.edu.

www.croft.olemiss.edu

Saturday 9am

$6 Fall Food and Drink Specials:
TUESDAY

HOT WING QUESADILLA

Beer Specials- All Day, Every Day
Natty Lights: $1.25
Coors Light Pitcher: $5.50

311 S Lamar Blvd
662 238 2929

Fall Special $5.00 Jumbo BBQ Sandwich Plate

Please Drink Responsibly

Secrets of the Past, Accountability in the Present:
The Challenge for Journalism in Latin America
John Dinges
Columbia University

tors. I think I just described a
platypus.
Galoshes
I’ll admit it. I’m sort of obsessed with anything that has to
do with British culture – they
really know a thing or two about
functionality and restraint.
Hell, they probably invented
pragmatism. So restrain from
buying Uggs until you listen to
this option.
The Brits wear Galoshes, and
I feel like it’s time the Ole Miss
Campus does, too (after all, our
dear, college town is named after one of the U.K.’s finest establishments).
Galoshes are rubbery, intenselooking, and they come in a
multitude of colors. I’m certain
that Emma Watson has worn
her fair share of them, and her
claim to fame is being BFFs
with Harry Potter. They are
that cool.
Galoshes even have their own
catch phrase: “Keep your feet
dry.”
Seriously, how wholesome can
you get? It’s downright adorable, oh, and reliable, too.
Think of this as the shoulder
you can lean on when the going
gets tough. If shoes had shoulders. Which they don’t.

confesses: “I’ve been saying it
first out of irony, now I’ve become a parody of myself. I have
been fighting the urge to say
‘awesome.’”
“I’m going to start calling
people douche bags,” Carpio
chimes in.
The conversation turns to the
phrase “hipster douche bag,” and
how the boys plan on bringing it
back with them to Ireland. They
want to be the ones responsible
for starting the trend.
As much as they have enjoyed
being in Oxford, it is obvious they are ready to get back
home.
“It’s tough when you spend six
months in any place,” Broadbery said. “There are only so
many things that you can do before you’ve done everything.”
“We’ve become accustomed to
this place, but it’s always nice to
go home,” Carpio said.
After describing the South as
“acres and acres of chicken frying itself and throwing itself into
your mouth,” I wonder what
they will miss about Oxford. I
quickly learn that not only have
they been producing music, but
they have also been forming
friendships and relationships.
Half the band has found love
in Oxford – Carpio’s girlfriend
is even moving to Ireland.
“We’re going to end up leaving
a trail of family members and
friends all over the world with a
little Eskimo at the end,” Holden said.
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CLASSIFIEDS
INFORMATION
To place your ad in The
Daily Mississippian
Classifieds section, visit:
http://www.thedmonline.
com/classifieds.
The DEADLINE to place, correct
or cancel an ad is 12 p.m. one
day in advance. The Daily Mississippian is published Monday
through Friday year round,
when school is in session.

Classified ads must be
prepaid.
All major credit cards accepted.
RATES:
- $ . 25 per word per day
- 15-word minimum
- No minimum run

3 BR/ 3 Ω Bath House- $1200/
month. Vaulted ceilings, granite, patio
w/ fan, stainless steel appl. Very nice
house. Available January. Call Summit
Management. (662) 513-999
Southern Skye Homes- 3 min.
from Square. Corner of South Lamar
and CR321. Next to Ravine. Open
house October 23 and 24. 11am to
4pm. (209)968-8065 or (209)613-2622.
1, 2, 3, and 4 BD Houses/Duplexes
near Square. Many with hardwood
floors and porches. (662)234-3208.

Condo for Rent

Big Headline - $2
Bold Text - extra $ . 50 per
word

To place your ad online:
www.thedmonline.com/classifieds

The DM reserves the right to
refuse ads that appear to offer unrealistic or questionable
products or services.

201 BISHOP HALL
662.915.5503

Apartment for Rent
1 & 2 BR Apartments- On Orange
Bus Route!! Unfurnished Starting at
$545 or We Will
Make Moving Easy and Furnish Your
Apartment for $50/mo (2BR) or $25/mo
(1BR)! Free
Golf and other Amenities! Call The
Links today at 662-513-4949.
2 Lofts For rent above 208 Restaurant. Call 234-0005 (662)234-4224
1,2,3 bedroom apts available. Spacious floor plans that feature all appliances. Cable and internet included.
Less than 1 mile from campus and pets
are welcome. 662-281-0402

House for Rent
FURNISHED

3 bedroom/2bath home
Like new; lawn service included. $1100
mo. Mature only.
662-329-1442 (662)574-0066
TAYLOR MEADOWS 2 Bed/2 Bath
brick houses for rent on Old Taylor
Road. Available now. (662)801-8255

Laundry Services

Let me take the stress off of you. I will
do your Washing, drying, folding and
ironing for a small fee.
djmcdan2003gmail.com

Health & Fitness
FREE COFFEE! Gourmet coffee company expanding in this area. Try samples of our delicious blends. FREE!
Contact 800-733-6945

TURNBERRY CONDOS, 3br. 2ba. Old
Taylor Rd. Near Campus. All appliancMiscellaneous
es. Available Immediately. (901)239Pregnancy Test Center Preg2267 (901)239-2267
nancy Test, Limited Ultrasound, Information on Abortion Effects, Parenting
Weekend Rental
and Adoption. All services are free and
Furnished 3 Bedroom apt. near confidential.
www.pregnancyoxford.
hospital fully furnished $1000.00 per com. (662)234-4414
month. 662-202-5020
Business
are you ready?? Football weekends and more! Check out our availabilFREE HD FOR LIFE! Only on DISH
ity list online. www.oxfordtownhouse.
NETWORK! Lowest price in America!
com (662)801-6692
$24.99/month for OVER 120 channels!
PLUS $500 bonus! 1-888-702-8582
Cleaning

Part-time

Additional Features
(Web & Print):
Jumbo Headline - $3

Connie’s Cleaning service Residential, office, and apartment cleaning. 15 years experience. Supplys furnished. (662)230-3122

Bangkok Thai

10% off for students with id

Authentic Thai Food

Mon-fri: dinner 5:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
fri-sun: dinner 5:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.

Restaurant
662-513-0085

delivery within 3 miles

Mon-fri: Lunch 11:00 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.

1101 frontage rd - next to days inn
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BARTENDING $300/DAY POTENTIAL
No Experience Necessary, Training
Provided Call 1-800-965-6520 EXT155
studentpayouts.com Paid Survey Takers Needed In Oxford. 100%
FREE To Join! Click On Surveys.
Position Available Customer
Service/ Technical Support End2End
Public Safety has openings for parttime customer service and technical
support positions. Seeking individuals
with strong IT background or wanting to
gain experience in IT. Responsibilities:
Technical support via phone and email
for software applications, Installation of
applications, trouble shooting applications errors. Great opportunity to learn
all aspects of software development,
support, working with Microsoft SQL
Server and. NET. Flexible hours. Send
resume and letter of interest to employment@end2endpublicsafety.com.
(662)513-0999
Experienced Graphic Designer needed. Must have knowledge of
InDesign, Photoshop, Illustrator and
Quark. Part time send resume to Callahan’s Quick Print 1735 University Ave.
Oxford, MS 38655.
ravine restaurant hiring cook
position, experience preferred. Apply
Wed-Fri from 2-4 pm, 53 CR 321, or
email resume to joel@oxfordravine.
com. Please no phone calls.

Employment

MARKET RESEARCHERS WANTED

Global company expanding looking for
market researchers to work with your
busy schedule. Great income! Call and
leave message. Marketing research
department representative will contact
within 24 - 48 hours to determine qualification (800)940-8945 (800)940-8945
(800)940-8945

Miscellaneous for Sale
3500 Adult Rental Costumes.
Open 9-3, Jo’s Auto Clean-Up and Costume Shop. 2524 University Avenue.

Pets for Sale
CFA Registered Persians for sale.
White male and female. Female Chocolate Smoke Point. $300. Located in Oxford. www.passionpurrs.com. (601)9174707.

Pets for Adoption
Save 9 LIVES! Adopt a rescued cat or
kitten. www.9livescatrescue.org.

COM I C S |
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Craven credits team chemistry for
recent volleyball success

AUSTIN MCAFEE | The Daily Mississippian

Whitney Craven gets up off the court in a game against Southern Miss. Craven credits team chemistry as the main
reason for the Rebels’ success this year.

BY KIRBY BARKLEY
The Daily Mississippian

After going 4-0 during a twoweekend homestand that included wins over Southeastern
Conference opponents Auburn,
Georgia, LSU and Arkansas, the
Ole Miss volleyball team (14-5,
8-2 SEC) has already matched
its win total from last year when
the team went 10-20 overall and
4-16 in the conference.
The Rebels can attribute their
success largely to the emergence
of sophomore outside hitter
Whitney Craven, who’s just five
kills shy of her season mark last
year.
“Coming from last year, losing as much as we did, I never
thought that we couldn’t be the
team that we are now on the
court,” Craven said. “We have
really come together this year.”
But Craven credited the team’s
chemistry as the reason for this
season’s early success.
“Our chemistry is better than it
was last year,” Craven said. “Everybody’s just stepped up their
game.”

Craven appeared in 25 matches her freshman year, starting in
22 and was named to the AllSEC Freshman Team. She tallied 218 kills and a 2.25 kill per
set average that year, which was
the third most on the team.
Craven led the team with 22
service aces on the season and recorded 199 digs, averaging 1.99
digs per set.
She posted 27.0 total blocks
that year. Craven chalked up 12
double-digit kill performances
and seven double-digit dig
matches.
She finished with four doubledoubles on the season. Her season high in kills came against
Alabama when she put down 20
kills along with 15 digs.
Craven posted her season high
dig performance against Arkansas with 13 kills and 22 digs,
earning her SEC Freshman of
the Week honors. She recorded
a season-high three service aces
against Mississippi State and a
season-high 5.0 blocks against
Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
“It is a huge adjustment,” Craven said. “Every thing is going

to be a little tough at first, and
I couldn’t have done it without
my team.”
This season, Craven leads the
Ole Miss offense with 213 kills
and a kill per set average of 3.18.
Her 167 digs on the year rank
second on the team for a dig per
set average of 2.49. Craven’s 11
service aces are tied for third on
the team and she has recorded
10 total blocks on the season.
“Last year I was very inconsistent,” Craven said. “This year
my main focus has been just being that steady player and trying
to be a leader out there on the
court.”
Her season-high kill performance came against in-state
rival Mississippi State when she
put down 17 kills and recorded
9 digs for a kill per set average
of 4.25.
“I think the thing that is most
impressive is the maturity that
she’s shown this year and the
consistent level of play we’ve gotten from her,” Ole Miss coach,
Joe Getzin, said. “That consistency has helped us out tremendously.”
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GETTING IT RIGHT
BY ANDREW DICKSON
The Daily Mississippian

Quick, which of the following are
Americans most concerned with keeping clean: the government, the media,
the Church, or sports? Is it the two parties of puppets, the talking heads with
hidden agendas, the fan club with thirty
different branches in each Bible Belt
town, or the one where we place every
minute detail under the microscope of
instant replay?
Go ahead, guess.
Unlike the others on that list, which
have almost become laughable exaggerations of their intended purposes,
we keep our sports as pure and fair as
possible by ridiculing cheaters and bigspending organizations while doing our
best to help out the officials – who, admittedly, are all terrible.
We’ve all been told, “It’s just a game,”
a couple of hundred times, but some
people have a lot invested in this game
– it’s important to them that we get it
right. If a pitcher records the 27th out
of a perfect game at first and you call
the runner safe, shouldn’t we be able to
make it right somehow?
The NFL, which has been using replay since 1986, has its system down to
a science. It’s said that football is a game
of inches, and in the NFL every single
inch – from the spot of the ball to the
space between the receiver’s toes and the
sidelines – can be up for debate on any
given play.
The way the NFL reviews questionable calls is so widely accepted and understood that it has kind of spoiled us,
really. I felt like the World Cup was a
Stone Age production with its glaring
lack of this newfangled instant video
reproduction technology. The lack of
replay had everyone on the field occasionally wondering, “Was it a goal; was
it not a goal?”
Those of us with DVRs could actually
rewind it and tell you, but that’s science
fiction to FIFA and Major League Baseball. I know MLB was once concerned
about the “tradition” of the game, but
they screwed that up when they turned
a blind eye to the gambling and steroids.
Replay will eventually become a tradition, too – it’s already been an American
one for over a decade.
While traditions on the field are always
being adjusted, the same amount of
criticism is applied to our sports traditions off the field as well. The NCAA
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has before decided not to sanction
events where a certain flag flies, plenty
of schools have changed nicknames,
and one school is in the process of selecting a new mascot.
But the question is, “Why have those
in charge decided Ole Miss needs a new
image?”
I can only speak for myself – and I’m
a pasty-white journalist – but if I had
been an elite black athlete trying to
decide which SEC school to attend in
the 60’s, 70’s, 80’s, and early 90’s, I’m almost certain I wouldn’t have chosen the
school with frat boys being paddled for
not saluting the Confederate flag and a
“Colonel” for a mascot. (What war is
he representing, again?)
Surely I’m not the only one that’s noticed Ole Miss’ fifty-year plunge into
football irrelevance directly correlates
with the desegregation of the SEC. Ole
Miss’ last undefeated season came in
1962 – any history buffs out there care
to remember what else happened on
campus that year?
Perhaps those up top know that reality
is perception. The Old South trinkets
are as dated as a football game without
instant replay. After further review, we’ve
concluded that what we have been doing for the last fifty years isn’t quite
working out for us.
Traditions don’t always belong in a
modern world. The decision has been
made for Faulkner, the Grove, our academic pursuits, and the new faces of Ole
Miss Athletics to represent this place instead of the tired old myths of the Ole
Miss “glory days”. Ole Miss has never
been in better shape than it is today, so
take whatever comes next in stride.
We’ve got a lot invested in it.
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Media tabs Warren First Team All-SEC, Rebels second In West

FILE PHOTO | NICK TOCE | The Daily Mississippian

Ole Miss guard Chris Warren was named First Team All-SEC on Monday by both
Southeastern Conference and national media.

Ole Miss was predicted to
finish second in the SEC West,
while senior point guard Chris
Warren was tabbed to the preseason All-SEC first team in
voting by a select panel of both
SEC and national media members, it was announced Monday.
Each SEC school selected media members that cover their
team and additional writers
from across the nation were selected by the conference office
to form the voting panel.
The Rebels were picked second in the West behind Mississippi State. The in-state rivals
shared the division crown last
season.
In addition to being named
preseason All-SEC for the
third straight year, Warren
also received one vote for SEC
Player of the Year. As a junior,
he was third in the league with
17.2 points per game en route
to All-SEC second team honors. The Orlando, Fla., native
led all SEC players and ranked
fourth in the nation with a
school-record 111 3-pointers made, and he is on pace to
shatter the Ole Miss career record for treys this season.

Florida was predicted to win
the 2011 SEC men’s basketball
championship. They earned
eight first-place votes, topping
Mississippi State which earned
three votes. Tennessee and Kentucky each received two votes
and Georgia garnered one vote
as SEC Champion.
Florida was the media’s favorite to win the East with
110 total points (13 first-place
votes), ahead of second-place
Kentucky’s 95 points (three
first-place votes).
Georgia (72 points) and Tennessee (71 points) were separated by just one point while
Vanderbilt and South Carolina
rounded out the top six.
In the West, Mississippi State’s
118 total points (18 first-place
votes) were ahead of Ole Miss’
84 points (two first-place
votes). Alabama was picked
third with 82 points.
Arkansas, LSU and Auburn
round out the top six in the
West.
Georgia junior Trey Thompkins was the choice of the
media for SEC Men’s Basketball Player of the Year with 18
votes. Warren (one vote) and
Kentucky freshman Brandon

Knight (one vote) also received
votes in the Player of the Year
voting.
Thompkins, Warren and
Knight were joined on the AllSEC First Team by Georgia junior Travis Leslie and Vanderbilt junior Jeffery Taylor.
Arkansas’ Marshawn Powell led All-SEC Second Team
honors and was joined by
Florida’s Boynton and Parsons,
Alabama’s JaMychal Green and
Tennessee’s Scotty Hopson.
Points were compiled on a
6-5-4-3-2-1 basis for each division. Each media member also
voted for one team as an overall conference champion and a
five-player All-SEC Team.
The 2010-11 SEC Media Preseason Poll tips off SEC Basketball Media Day, Oct. 21 at
the Wynfrey Hotel in Hoover,
Alabama.
Following a Nov. 5 exhibition
game against Delta State at 6
p.m., Ole Miss officially begins
its 2010-11 season on Nov. 12
when the Rebels host Arkansas
State at 7 p.m.
Fans will also have a chance to
“Meet the Rebels” in the Grove
prior to the October 30 home
football game against Auburn.

Kennedy conﬁdent in mix of veterans and youth
BY ALEX LAKE
The Daily Mississippian

With just under a month until
the season, the Rebels are predicted to finish second in the
Southeastern Conference West
Division on Monday by media
members of the conference, behind Mississippi State.
Senior guard Chris Warren was
also chosen to the First Team
All-SEC, the second preseason
award the Orlando, Fl. native
has received.
The Rebels started official
practice last week and coach
Andy Kennedy believes he has
the right mix of veterans and

youth. Ole Miss returns six
players from last year’s team,
not including guard Nick Williams, who played his freshman
year at traditional powerhouse
Indiana.
“I really like my team in October, I hope we like them in
March,” Kennedy said.
Kennedy also alluded to his
team’s attitude in the offseason
with the 2010-11 season quickly approaching.
“The offseason approach has
been as good as any team that
I’ve had here,” he said. “As a
result we’ll be able to hit the
ground running.”
A native of Mississippi, Ken-

nedy was quick to point out his
team’s attitude comes from his
two seniors. Warren and guard
Zach Graham will be playing
their last years in red and blue.
“This is a group that I think
doesn’t have a lot of nonsense,”
Kennedy said. “A lot of that
comes from the leadership our
seniors are providing.”
A big question for the Rebels
entering the season is how the
front court will shape up after

the abrupt loss of Murphy Holloway last spring.
“There’s been a lot of talk
about the pieces that are no
longer here, I’m excited about
the pieces that are,” the fifthyear coach said.
Kennedy said the front court
will consist, first of all, with the
players that were on the team
last year in junior Terrance
Henry and sophomore Reginald Buckner.

There was also high praise
from the head coach directed
towards a particular freshman
from Jackson, Dundrecous
Nelson.
The 5-foot-11, 195 pound
guard played at Murrah High
School last year, averaging 22.4
points and 3.5 assists a game.
“From a start-go point physically, he’s got as much talent as
anyone we’ve been able to sign,”
Kennedy said.
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